
Meeting: Monday, April 20th
Time: 1:05pm

DELAC meeting
Eric- beginning the meeting

Mute our microphones

IF any objections on recording, please notify

Judith- meeting at 1:05 to begin
Secretary Grace
Ainat- co chair

Slides DELAC Review; LCAP goals and attendance
How it impacts our ELs’

Start Early morning / afternoon
Assessment Survey created

Josie- translation part
Josie asked if anyone needed a translation done

Eric talk about progress made:

LCAP EL’s specific
Lexile scores

Progression growth
Josie pointed out to the growth of Middle school (7th and 8th grade)

Next school highlighted

Reclassification goal:
45.5% San Gabriel (above the goal of 20% from last year)

Digital attendance 98.5% - shows the supports offered are working
STudent progression- exceeds out overall goal (including all-student group)

Highlight:

Current Progress LCAP Goals
0% drop out rate for ELLs- for both middle school and h.s.



72% participated in extracurricular activities (shows level of investment and activities offered; building
up the culture at OFY)
Group grad rate at 52.25% (excellent rate in comparison to other schools )
42.48% of ELLs are also on A-G cooursework (excellent progress- achievement for attending college)

Core Course completion
More core course completion of our ELs than from the rest of our students
Students being on DI classes has been a big advantage to our EL students

Next Year’s LCAP goals:
Goal 4: Provides specialized instruction aligned for post secondary goals, and achievement to
proficiency to students

Metrics:
Approve re-classification rates at a higher rate
Maintain at 20% or above
Lexile growth 50- want it to increase through interventions or

Action 2- Individualized support and instruction
EL instruction
Admin and monitor ELs t
iLit
Instructional strategies

Professional development
Ongoing PD’s for iLit, English courses, Achieve 5000.

For the next 3 years:
What we will be focusing on:

Not too diff from our non ELs and ELs

Actions:
- Individualized support
- Prof Devo
- Parent engagement meetings

To be sent for board
2 grade level growths
Maintain number of student absences at ?

Parents asking about funding
- Supplemental funding from state
- What are some goals that we need to
- I-lit program: Pilot face; we saw good results; rolling it out for the next year; will be provided

through the EL Specialist:



Marcy (reclassification role)
Retest some of those that didn't get to for this school year (2020-2021)

Ainat- brought up the parents and thanked them for being here; parent attendance shows that they
are invested and involved
Josie- reiterated gratitude for parents taking the time to check in to this meeting


